NOTICE

In view of the notification, dated 30th April, 2020, issued by the Scholarship Cell of University of Delhi, all Ph.D research scholars registered with Faculty of Law, who are availing the JRF and SRF are advised to send their applications in the format as prescribed in the University Notification, in place of the continuing certificates, to the Dean at the email id—

phdoff.dulaw@gmail.com

along with the following ---

1. The prescribed format by the research scholar giving his details.

2. Application to be endorsed and recommended by the Supervisor. Since it may not be feasible to contact the Supervisor in person, due to the lockdown, you may request the Supervisor to drop in a few lines to the Dean through his official email id of DU or from an email id which is already in the records of the Dean, authenticating your details mentioned in your application.

3. the copy of initial letter of registration issued by the Dean’s Office.

The above mentioned requisites are necessary as the Dean’s Office is closed due to the national lockdown and not in physical access of anyone from the Staff making it practically not feasible to do the necessary verifications before forwarding your claim to the Scholarship Cell of the University.

For further clarifications, you may get in touch with the Office of the Dean—the below mentioned staff are authorised by the Dean, for this purpose—

(i) Mr. Nitin --- email: phdoff.dulaw@gmail.com

(ii) Mrs. Lajwanti Satya, SO. --- email: phdoff.dulaw@gmail.com

Prof. (Dr.) Vandana,
Head and Dean,
Faculty of Law,
University of Delhi,
Delhi-110007.